
Video Essays, Enlightenment, and Opportunism (1.0)

1 I'm fielding a lot of objections to the claim articulated in this tweet (which you can

read down thread), but it might be worth starting a new thread that takes a different

tack, and synthesises my perspective on the video essay as a legitimate format in

which to do philosophy.

2 Academic philosophers often have very inconsistent opinions on the range of

legitimate and/or effective formats in which philosophy can be performed/expressed.

Yes, even Derrideans and Deleuzians, whose rote textual experimentation

consistently produces negative results.

3 What do I mean by inconsistent here? Well, we regularly teach philosophical texts

that display a range of formats, styles, and even genres that is much broader than

the range in which we permit ourselves and our students to produce work. This fact

should be obvious.

4 There's a pretty good reason for this discrepancy. We try to stick to formats in which

there are fewer failure modes. Not everyone can be Plato, Seneca, Augustine,

Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Bataille, Derrida, Deleuze, or even Bernard

Suits (cf. The Grasshopper).

5 As already mentioned, rote stylistic imitation tends to produce consistent streams of

philosophical failures, and there's volumes of secondary literature in the

Anglophone Continental tradition that attests to this.

6 Moreover, when we are training students to write, and this includes graduate

students, the emphasis is on getting the basics right. Train students to express

themselves in straightforward, relatively standardised argumentative forms, and

then maybe let them do something else.



7 The problem is that this '...and then maybe let them do something else' is a

promissory note that is almost never cashed out. The academic community has a

tendency to brutally police divergence from its own tacit norms, even while

bemoaning its own stagnation.

8 This is a much broader problem than restrictive expressive norms, but I've

discussed aspects of this elsewhere and want to stay on point: academics all too

easily generate post-hoc rationalisations justifying expressive constraints that have

been more or less beaten into them.

9 We impose on our students those expressive constraints that were imposed on us

in turn, in a deceptively mundane cycle of violence that is not without its own

peculiar traumatic effects or internalised modes of repression.

10 Any academic philosopher reading this who thinks they had an entirely healthy

relationship with their supervisor and their extended familial circle would do well to

at least contemplate the pressures that shaped their professional behaviours and

how they are perpetuating them.

11 They might not find anything amiss therein, as there are occasional parental figures

who are beyond reproach, but even the good ones make mistakes, and if so, I a can

guarantee that you know academics who had a much rougher time of it than you.

12 What about those metaphorically raised by wolves? Well, many of the figures

mentioned earlier were just such foundlings, or at least wayward children who ran

away with one circus or another: Nietzsche, Bataille, etc.

13 There's a proud history of renegades, autodidacts, and polymaths being integrated

into the tradition, even after it becomes a pillar of the society of letters that becomes

the modern university. However, this is usually retrospective legitimation, rather

than mutual recognition.

14 Once more however, not everyone can be Spinoza, Marx, or Peirce. There are a

thousand more names long forgotten for more or less good reason, and in the age

of the internet there are thousands more each year. A torrent of undisciplined

intellectual noise.

15 We can now frame our question properly: is everyone creating video essays on

youtube without academic affiliation a feral/wayward child whose meagre



contribution to the pursuit of knowledge is doomed to be forgotten? If not, why not?

How can they possibly make a contribution?

16 To be quite frank, I think most who simply answer 'yes' to the first question and

dismiss the rest are more likely to be emoting than expressing an articulated

opinion, in much that way that every generation eventually complains of 'kids these

days'.

17 If there is to be a real argument here, it must proceed by analysing the medium, the

way it is used, and the way in which it is evolving. Anything less is insufficiently

serious to be worth engaging. I will stand firm on this point.

18 Returning to my opening point: there is a much wider range of performative and

expressive forms native to the history of philosophy than we regularly deploy, even

limiting ourselves to the major figures of the Western canon (which we shouldn't).

This should give us pause.

19 Any argument that resembles 'but this is not how things are done!' is likely based on

a much narrower conception of how things have in fact been done, and even

continue to be done in the context of teaching, that is remotely defensible.

20 Nevertheless, I still have to present a positive case for the potential of the medium.

I'm not content with merely defanging reflexive dismissals of philosophical

performances that are unfamiliar.

21 So here's my first positive point: they aren't unfamiliar at all.

22 They deploy distinctly cinematic techniques that are unfamiliar in this context, which

can be studied with all the extant resources of film studies and media theory (shout

out to @thelindsayellis and @Hbomberguy), but these modulate more familiar

modes of performance.

23 I think it's no coincidence that the video essay as a medium was popularised as a

mode of media analysis, or that it continues to be informed by, or hybridised with it,

even when its content is more traditionally philosophical. There's a self-awareness

built into this new medium.

24 I could talk about the collapse of boundaries between mediums in modern and

contemporary art as precedent for this, but I think that's the wrong way to read it.



This is a distinctive new medium, much as the music video is a thing unto itself,

irreducible to one or the other.

25 (Speaking of which, I should invoke @shaviro, who will no doubt have something to

say about music videos and whether this parallel holds up, not to mention the video

essay as a philosophical medium.)

26 So, what exactly is so familiar about these modes of performance? Well, I think the

evolution of the video essay is best described by tracing its divergence from

documentary, which is by now a well established form with recognisable periods

and subtypes. This is the origin point.

27 For instance, if one looks at Werner Herzog's documentaries (e.g., Grizzly Man),

one can see a virtuoso synthesis of techniques from across the board, all employed

towards a very clear rhetorical end, ultimately presenting an explicitly articulated

conclusion.

28 A more obvious forerunner of the youtube format is Adam Curtis (e.g., The Power of

Nightmares), who is less tied to the resources/norms of cinema and revels in the

overdubbed aesthetic of newsreel, mixing and matching found footage in a way I

cautiously describe as 'postmodern'.

29 Curtis almost provides the template for the low-fi, cheap to produce, first person

patchwork video essays one finds all over youtube, doing everything from analysing

the mutating memetics of The Simpsons (https://youtu.be/8er83V2OJ1o) to more

familiar critical content (@shaun_vids).

30 The question is now, what familiar forms of performance capture this apparent

offshoot of documentary in their orbit, modifying its narrative form and expanding its

rhetorical repertoire. I want to claim that there are two.

31 Let's take the most obvious first. The key innovation is the transition from

documentary to dramaturgy. This is something that @PhilosophyTube has pursued

with clear and admirable self-consciousness (cf. https://youtu.be/AeGEv0YVLtw).

32 But it's @ContraPoints who maintains a consistent and expanding range of

p e r s o n a s a n d c h a r a c t e r s t h a t p e r s i s t a c r o s s v i d e o s ( c f .

https://contrapoints.fandom.com/wiki/Tabby), using them to track the evolving



dialectical interactions between distinct philosophical perspectives.

33 If this sounds familiar, it bloody well should, because it's the reason that we have

over 1,000 pages of Plato and Aristophanes and scattered fragments from their

contemporaries and even their immediate inheritors.

34 This is so obviously the deployment of the oldest tried and tested techniques for

compressing and communicating philosophical arguments that I'm frankly quite

surprised I need to point it out, but it seems that I must in order to make the shape

of my argument explicit.

35 Regardless of what you think about how well these techniques are deployed, and

the philosophical ideas they are used to compress and communicate, you must

recognise this for what it is. If this isn't a legitimate form of philosophical

performance/expression, what is?

36 This is a great little thread challenging some of my thoughts about philosophical

video essays that takes the discussion deeper into the details of pedagogy and

production. There are some responses I can articulate to these points, but some of

them can only be promissory notes.



37

38 I'm running a little behind because of the poll and some other things. I think all your

concerns are valid, but that they can all be responded to, modulo certain

discussions about technical details that might have to wait.

39 I think I can make one overarching point that might frame all these issues in a way

that responds directly to your concern regarding self-promotion detracting from

philosophy qua practice/communication. It consists in two claims.

40 1. Self-promotion already detracts from academic philosophy, so I don't see this as

a criticism specific to the youtube medium. Academics are relentlessly encouraged

to cultivate themselves as products, and this has odd side effects like cultivation of

personal eccentricities.

41 I enjoy being an eccentric as much as the next person, but there's a sense in which

one is allowed to be an eccentric, and even perhaps expected to be an eccentric in

epistemically individualist disciplines, and philosophy is probably the exemplar here.



42 There's a deeper story to be told here about the difference between mere oddness

and validated eccentricity, and how it relates to the nexus of race/class/sex/gender

and especially neurodiversity. I won't tell that story here though. It's something I

have strong feelings about.

43 But to finish the initial point, the cultivation of oneself as a brand is in part

responsible for the flagrant nichery that dogs us as a discipline, though it is hardly

the only cause, and hardly the only discipline which is beset by academics finding

and squatting new niches.

44 I don't want to name names, but this is a big problem within the field of 'philosophy

of computation' as I see it, and why I spend more of my time reading

maths/logic/computer science than bothering to track philosophical books and

journal debates about their consequences.

45 For the extreme example, go see my thread on David Golumbia:

https://twitter.com/deontologistics/status/1342588210090807297?s=20

46 2. There is a positive dimension to cultivating a public persona that simply cannot be

ignored if we want to talk seriously about public philosophy, the social role it is

supposed to fulfil, and how to best fulfil this role. We need to grasp what's implicit

and make it explicit.

47 There is a way to do this that conveniently allows us to both appropriate the

discourse of 'Enlightenment Values' and attack those inside and outside academia

(especially youtube) who have sought to leverage it to what is really a counter-

Enlightenment, counter-modernist purpose.

48 Fuck Pinker, fuck Peterson, fuck Molyneux, fuck Harris, fuck Shapiro, fuck 'em all.

They don't get to wipe their arse with the Enlightenment radical tradition by using it

as a way to uncritically defend traditional forms of authority, be they epistemic,

moral, or religious.

49 I can't emphasise this point enough. There really is a culture war here - a

pedagogical battle for hearts and minds - and on one side there are bootlicking

idiots with massive institutional power and resources, and on the other people living

off patreon and youtube money.

50 Any critique of the the latter that doesn't begin by examining assumptions about



how it is possible to sustain the sort of intellectual counter-power required to contest

ideas in the public sphere is essentially beside the point. We need an economics of

counter-power here.

51 When I challenge academic philosophers to look at this stuff and think very hard

about what it means for how they should change their own practices, there's a very

harsh assessment of the discipline's capacity to fulfil its social responsibility lying

behind this challenge.

52 If you want the proper historical comparison, academic philosophy is deep into a  of

stagnant scholasticism (both epistemolocally and sociologically) comparable to the

moment at which Descartes kicked off a NeoPlatonist counter-revolution against the

dominance of Thomism.

53 How did Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, alongside figures such as Paine,

Montesquieu, Voltaire, Diderot, and a whole thriving ecology of effervescently public

intellectuals survive and thrive outside the theologically restrictive edifice of pre-

Enlightenment scholarship?

54 I'm really not an expert on this bit of history. I'd like to know more than I do, if only in

order to understand the analogies/disanalogies between it and the historical

conjuncture that we find ourselves in. Yet I insist that we must do a better job of

interrogating our present.

55 If academia is to play the positive social role to which a very significant portion of

society's economic output is bequeathed (be it research funding or student debt

slavery), then it must quickly grasp that the actual epistemic/pedagogic context is

not its ideal image of one.

56 To sum up: I advocate solidarity with those doing the difficult job that many

professional academics and a fortiori academic institutions have abdicated, even if

there is a perfectly good story regarding the constraints placed on education that

have lead us all to this point.

57 We can critique the economic role that 'building your personal brand' plays in the

ecology of public intellectuals trying to fill genuine niches in the epistemic

ecosystem, but we shouldn't be surprised to find that they're already ahead of us

here (cf. https://youtu.be/jD-PbF3ywGo)



58 Who would have thought that the people whose livelihoods depend upon such

delicate balances of sincere intimacy and ruthless self-promotion would be the best

situated to reflect on its vicissitudes? Compare with the Enlightenment beginnings of

the discourse of authorship.

59 As with all historical developments, individual self-consciousness tends to trail

behind collective consciousness as it expands into new mediums, markets, regions,

and classes. A parliament of owls of Minerva is required to trace the trajectories of

such semantic explosions.

60 It still surprises me how often sheer incomprehension in the face of relatively recent

and drastic developments socio-epistemic evolution is justified by brute insistence

that telecommunications has not really changed anything substantive: "We're still

the same old humans!"

61 This is a stubbornly knotted type of ignorance evident everywhere in academia, and

even in some of those parts whose putative job is to understand such changes. This

feeds in to some recent points I've made in the epistemology of philosophical

ignorance: https://twitter.com/deontologistics/status/1340712369769607173?s=20

62 To conclude, it's worth considering the relationship between the Enlightenment and

the Reformation, which was equally a grassroots Augustinian rebellion against the

intellectual and political absurdities of the Roman Church (cf. Luther and Calvin).

Why did it happen when it did?

63 The consensus answer is that the availability of the printing press changed the

communicative landscape in such a radical way that it caught the extant authorities

unawares. It even sparked social revolutions in Germany that Luther denounced

and which were violently suppressed.

64 The less said about the influence of Calvin the better, at least for now.

65 The key point is that the way in which technology changes the epistemic landscape

has economic and political consequences which force contestation between existing

power structures and emergent forms of counter-power. Realism about this crucial

fact implies strategic opportunism.

66 I am not an opportunist by inclination. My temperament is much better suited to a

life of blissfully ignorant scholasticism. Luckily, circumstances have conspired to



deny me this life, and force me to become an opportunist. C'est la vie. Viva la

revolution!

67 Such opportunism cannot function without solidarity. We do not know which

combination of our independent efforts will tip the scales in favour of our collective

interests. So once more, I plead for mutual understanding and mutual sympathy in

diverse intellectual endeavours.

68 This is where @lastpositivist's empiricist emphasis on the virtue of epistemic

pluralism (http://sootyempiric.blogspot.com/p/no-heroes-reading-list.htm converges

with my own rationalist emphasis on the unified logic of computational discovery

(https://deontologistics.wordpress.com/2019/10/06/tfe-moral-logic-the-diversity-of-

nature-and-the-nature-of-diversity/).

69 It 's where the Prometheanism I t race back to the Enl ightenment

(https://deontologistics.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/prometheanism-and-rationalism/

…) segues into the left-accelerationism that I advocate in the present

(https://deontologistics.wordpress.com/2018/02/18/ofta-so-accelerationism-whats-

all-that-about/…). If anything, accelerationism is a theory of opportunism, the

question is: what to accelerate?

70 That should do for now. That's how you get from my more tentative entreaties for

academic philosophers to watch youtube videos to my more stringent imperatives

regarding attention and action in the historical conjuncture we find ourselves in.

Hope you got something from it.


